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Our Writers:
~ Diane McDonough won first prize in the PrimeTime Cape Cod poetry
contest with her poem "After reading Teaching a Stone to Talk by Annie
Dillard".
Our Publication:
~ By the end of 2013, we had been read in 65 countries. What a year! Stay
tuned for activities, updates, events and more for an exciting 2014!
~ We have our upcoming Twitter storytelling event, Twitter Tales. We
will start with the first post and then, without restraining the genre or
premise, are going to have participants take turns continuing the story with
their own flair. The use of social media in storytelling (poetry and prose) is
a popular trend in the literary world right now. We've assembled a great
group of emerging and established authors, skilled storytellers and
professionals. What we like about it is the creative challenge of boiling
down our inspiration to few words (Mark Twain, far ahead of the times,
knew the importance of practicing this skill) as well as the instant
community connection to bring writers together from great distances to
enjoy something where the amusement will come in learning the direction
the story takes with so many varied talents contributing to it. We will
assemble and share the final product.
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~ The autumn/winter issue will be released September 22nd. 9/22, 1/22
and 5/22 will be our publication schedule going forward with reminders
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and updates sent out accordingly. The deadline for the next issue will be
August 15th. Please let us know if you have any questions and we will be
happy to answer them for you.
~ We have a presence on Facebook via our fan page & a Twitter account
(@WriteplcWritetm) which offers insights, quotes, tools and resources.
Visit Facebook.com and stop by The-Write-Place-At-the-Write-Timeliterary-journal page.
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